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  . . in because it is so ridiculously complex, so I’m going to simplify it for you.” —Steve Schipper in Pro Audio Review (May 2009, page 32) “an extraordinary tool … it gave me hours of experimentation and something like a new style of music making.” —AudioVibe Magazine, The Future Of Delay (June 2009, page 43) “one of the most artistic tools for sound design” —Critical Mass (Oct/Nov
2008, page 90) “I’d have been lost without it” —Dan Healy in Sonic State (Nov/Dec 2008, page 18) “has come to define a modern kind of sound design: the streamlined, ultra-personal kind.” —Alain Pouget in Resonant Audio magazine (Nov/Dec 2008, page 70) “[ohmicide] is an indispensable tool.” —John Oszajca in Sonic State (Jan/Feb 2009, page 49) “everything about [ohmicide] is a pleasure.”
—Matt Geiger in MusicTech (Feb/Mar 2009, page 59) “virtually redefines the possibilities for delay and makes the basic tools available to a wider audience of producers.” —Brian Roach in MusicTech (Feb/Mar 2009, page 59) “an advanced and powerful way to recreate electronic sounds.” —Ron Boilard in Sound On Sound (March 2009, page 63) “[ohmicide] is definitely worth trying out.” —Fred

Gross in UMM (April/May 2009, page 6) “truly out-of-the-box” —Alex Gerstner in Practical Sound (May 2009, page 14) “simply revolutionary” —Techradar (Oct/Nov 2008, page 14) “easier to use than the big box units that it emulates” —Stuart Mudd in Audio Magazine (June 2009, page 27) “sounds amazing” —Dan Mead in Studio Sound (Oct/Nov 2008, page 28) “Ohmicide is pure genius” —Jim
Sommers in Sound & Vision (Nov/Dec 2008, page 28) “Ohmicide has a deep and rich sound that I would have missed.” —Dave McNabb in dB (Feb/March 2009, page 59) “my first 82157476af
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